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Modified empirical parametrization of fragmentation cross sections
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New experimental data obtained mainly at the GSI/FRS facility allow one to modify the empirical param-
etrization of fragmentation cross sections. It will be shown that minor modifications of the parameters lead to
a much better reproduction of measured cross sections. The most significant changes refer to the description of
fragmentation yields close to the projectile and of the memory effect of neutron-deficient projectiles.

PACS number~s!: 25.70.Mn, 25.70.Pq, 25.75.2q
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pioneering experiments of projectile fragmentation
relativistic energies of40Ar and 48Ca beams at the LBL
Bevalac@1,2# have demonstrated the potential of this meth
for the production of exotic nuclei. Based on these ideas,
SIS/FRS facility@3# at GSI has used also heavier projectil
like, e.g., 58Ni, 86Kr, 129Xe, and208Pb to produce and stud
exotic nuclei @4–7#. For planning such experiments, whe
count-rate predictions are needed, analytical description
fragmentation cross sections are useful. They are also us
in simulation programs for projectile-fragment separat
~like, e.g., INTENSITY @8# or MOCADI @9#!. Compared to
physical models of high-energy fragmentation reactio
which in general involve time-consuming Monte Carlo c
culations, the virtue of an analytical formula lies in the sh
computing time and the possibility to calculate easily sub
crobarn cross sections that are beyond the reach of phys
model calculations.

In 1990, Su¨mmereret al. @10# proposed a universal em
pirical parametrization of fragmentation cross sections~EPAX

@10#! which was based on and similar to previous presc
tions by Rudstam@11# and Silberberg and Tsao@12#. The
parametrization was to a large extent based on multi-G
proton-induced spallation cross sections, since only sc
heavy-ion-induced experimental data were available at
time. Meanwhile, more precise data from relativistic hea
ion-induced fragmentation reactions together with recent
sults from projectile fragmentation of heavy nuclei (197Au
and 208Pb) on H2 targets@13,14#! allow a more stringent
comparison of proton- and heavy-ion-induced isotope dis
butions. This comparison indicates that for heavy nuclei
two reactions lead to different isotopic distributions, whi
cannot be obtained from each other just by scaling fact
This can be easily understood since heavy-ion-induced r
tions are expected to deposit more excitation energy i
nucleus than proton-induced reactions, making the fi
product distributions — after evaporation — broader a
more neutron deficient. Nevertheless, the data show tha
both cases the isotopic yield distributions can be well
scribed by Gaussian-like analytical functions with para
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eters that vary smoothly as a function of fragment mass@10#.
In the present paper, we will base the choice of these par
eters exclusively on heavy-ion-induced reaction data.

We will first review briefly the basic characteristics of th
EPAX formula and then show which modifications are nec
sary to improve the accuracy with which the new experim
tal results can be reproduced. This will be followed by a br
comparison with similar attempts by other authors.

II. EPAX FORMULA

A. Basic characteristics

The basic characteristics of the analytical description
high-energy fragmentation cross sections by theEPAX for-
mula are the following@10#.

~i! In the absence of systematic excitation-function m
surements of heavy-ion-induced fragmentation reactions,
formula is valid only for the so-called ‘‘limiting fragmenta
tion’’ regime, i.e., for projectile energies where the fragme
tation yields are no longer energy dependent, at least wi
the accuracy of the formula~approximately within a factor of
2!. This is certainly true for incident energies considerab
above the Fermi energy in nuclei ('40A MeV), in particu-
lar for the typical SIS energies of (500–1000)A MeV.

~ii ! The EPAX formula is meant to describe the fragme
tation of medium- to heavy-mass projectiles; nucleon-pick
cross sections are not included. No attempt is made to
scribe the fragmentation of fissile nuclei. Therefore, t
range of validity is limited to projectiles from around argo
to below the lead and bismuth isotopes. Predictions for p
duction cross sections of fission products or of fragme
below U where fission competition is significant require
elaborate description of the fission process, such as ca
found, e.g., in a recent publication by Benlliureet al. @15#.

~iii ! For fragments sufficiently far away from the proje
tile ~i.e., for mass losses larger than 15–20 % of the proj
tile mass!, the isotope distributions are largely independe
of the original nucleus; their position, shape, and width d
pend only on the fragment mass number. This constitu
what has been termed the ‘‘residue corridor’’ and is rela
to the fact that the isotope distributions are mainly govern
by statistical evaporation from highly excited prefragme
produced in collisions between relativistic heavy ions.

~iv! For fragments that involve only a small mass lo
from the projectile, the isotope distributions should be ce
©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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TABLE I. Constants used in theEPAX formula version 1~Ref. @10#! and those used in version 2~this
work!. Note that in a few cases also the functional form to calculate a parameter has changed~see text!.

Parameter Constant Value
Version 1 Version 2

Scaling factorS S1 22.38 22.38
S2 0.450 0.270

Mass yield slopeP P1 22.584 22.584
P2 27.5731023 27.5731023

Width parameterR R1 0.778 0.885
R2 26.7731023 29.8231023

Zprob shift D D1 0.895 21.09
D2 2.7031022 3.0531022

D3 2.0431024 2.1431024

D4 66.22 71.35
n-rich slopeUn Un 1.50 1.65

p-rich slopeUp U1 2.00 1.79
U2 4.7231023

U3 21.3031025

n-rich memory effectDm n1 0.40 0.40
n2 0.60 0.60

p-rich memory effectDm p1 0.00 210.25
p2 0.60 10.10

Correction factor forD d1 251.0 225.0
d2 0.86 0.80

Correction factor forR r1 20.0 20.0
r 2 0.86 0.82

Correction factor forYA y1 200.0
for YA y2 0.90
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tered close to the projectile and their variance should
small. Therefore, a smooth transition is anticipated betw
the residue corridor and the projectile. The parametriza
of this smooth transition constitutes the main task in desi
ing the formula.

In a first step, a parameter set has been searched for
describes the fragmentation yields from projectiles loca
close to the line ofb stability. In a second step, a modifica
tion of the yield distributions due to the neutron or prot
excess of projectiles located on the neutron- or proton-
side of the line ofb stability ~the ‘‘memory effect’’! has
been parametrized.

B. Parameters ofEPAX version 1

As explained in detail in Ref.@10#, the cross section~in
barns! of a fragment with massA and chargeZ produced by
projectile fragmentation from a projectile (Ap ,Zp) imping-
ing on a target (At ,Zt) is written as

s~A,Z!5YAs~Zprob2Z!5YAn exp~2RuZprob2ZuUn(p)!.
~1!

The first termYA represents the mass yield, i.e., the su
of the isobaric cross sections with fragment massA. The
second term describes the ‘‘charge dispersion,’’ the distri
tion of elemental cross sections with a given mass aroun
03460
e
n
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-
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-
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maximum,Zprob . The shape of the charge dispersion is co
trolled by the width parameterR and the exponentUn (Up)
on the neutron-~proton-! rich side of the residue corridor
The factorn5AR/p simply serves to normalize the integr
of the charge dispersion to unity.

The mass-yield curve is taken to be an exponential a
function of Ap2A. The slope of this exponential,P, is a
function of the projectile mass. An overall scaling factorS
accounts for the peripheral nature of fragmentation reacti
and therefore depends on the circumference of the collid
nuclei:

YA5SPexp@2P~Ap2A!#, ~2!

S5S2~Ap
1/31At

1/31S1!@b#, ~3!

ln P5P2Ap1P1 . ~4!

The numerical values of the various constants can be fo
in Table I.

The charge dispersion is characterized by the three par
etersR, Zprob , andU. These three parameters are strong
correlated and difficult to obtain uniquely with a leas
squares fitting technique. Note that the isobar distributio
are not symmetric on the neutron- and proton-rich sid
therefore U has two different valuesUp and Un on the
7-2
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FIG. 1. Isotope distributions from
1A GeV 208Pb fragmentation in anatCu target
@7# in comparison with the oldEPAX parametriza-
tion version 1~dashed curves! and the modified
version 2~solid curves!.
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proton- or neutron-rich side of the valley ofb stability, re-
spectively. In Ref.@10#, the exponentU for the neutron-rich
side of the isobar distribution was chosen asUn51.5,
whereas the proton-rich side falls off like a Gaussian (Up
52).

The maxima of the charge dispersions,Zprob , have been
parametrized relative to the valley ofb stability,

Zprob5Zb1D. ~5!

Zb is approximated by the smooth function

Zb5A/~1.9810.0155A2/3!. ~6!

D is found to be a linear function of the fragment mass,A,
for heavy fragments (A>D4), and is extrapolated quadrat
cally to zero:

D5H D3A2 if A,D4 ,

D2A1D1 if A>D4 .
~7!

Similar to the parameterZprob just discussed, the width
parameterR is a function of fragment mass only, irrespecti
03460
of the projectile. In Ref.@10# it was found that the experi
mentalR values can be approximated by an exponential
the form

ln R5R2A1R1 . ~8!

The equations given above are sufficient to describe
‘‘residue corridor,’’ i.e., the yield distributions of projectile
located on the line ofb stability if the fragment mass is fa
from the projectile mass. Close to the projectile, the follo
ing modifications have to be introduced@10#:

D5D@11d1~A/Ap2d2!2#, ~9!

R5R@11r 1~A/Ap2r 2!2#. ~10!

This serves to gradually reduce to zero the offset ofZprob
from the line ofb stability and to decrease the width of th
charge dispersion whenA approaches the mass of the proje
tile, Ap .

A final correction applies if the projectile does not lie o
the line of b stability. In this case, theA/Z ratio of the
fragments will to some extent ‘‘remember’’ theAp /Zp ratio
of the projectile~‘‘memory effect’’!. For an analytical de-
7-3
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scription, it is simply assumed that the charge dispersions
shifted by an amountDm which is a certain fraction of the
distance ofZp from Zbp , the nuclear charge on the line ofb
stability for Ap . Close to the projectile, this fraction i
clearly close to unity~full memory effect!, whereas it should
gradually approach zero with increasing distance of the fr
ment massA from the projectile~loss of memory!. The shape
of the isobar distribution is assumed to be unchanged. T

Zprob5Zb1D1Dm , ~11!

whereDm for neutron-rich projectiles is given by

Dm5@n1~A/At!
21n2~A/At!

4#~Zp2Zbp!. ~12!

The corresponding constants for proton-rich projectiles
termedp1 andp2 instead ofn1 andn2. Numerical values for
all constants are given in Table I.

With this parametrization,EPAX version 1 was rather suc
cessful in describing the gross features of isotope distr
tions of high-energy projectile fragmentation. This has be
visualized, e.g., in Refs.@4–7#, where comparisons ofEPAX

with experimental data over many orders of magnitude
cross section can be found. As a particular example, we
in Fig. 1 experimental isotope distributions fro
1A GeV 208Pb fragmentation@7# in comparison with the
EPAX version 1 parametrization~dashed curves!.

This set of data was also chosen to illustrate that the
EPAX version has problems to reproduce satisfactorily
isotope distributions of very heavy fragments. As can
seen best for the low-Z isotope distributions, the dashed line
are centered too much on the neutron-rich side and exh

FIG. 2. Experimental mass yieldsYA for the reactions of40Ar1
12C @~a!, Ref. @18##, 86Kr19Be @~b!, Ref. @5##, 129Xe127Al @~c!#,
Ref. @6##, and208Pb1natCu @~d!, Ref.@7## compared to the oldEPAX

parametrization version 1~dashed line! and to the newEPAX for-
mula version 2~solid line!. The open squares are the sum of t
experimental cross sections for a given fragment massA, whereas
the open triangles represent the calculated cross sections usin
newEPAX formula for isotopes missing in the experimental data
a given massA. The solid squares are the sum of the two value
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too large maxima. Moreover, the cross sections for fragme
close to the projectile~with massesA>200) are predicted
much too high. Minor discrepancies were also found
129Xe-fragment yields@6# where the experimental distribu
tions were found to be wider than theEPAX predictions. Se-
rious deficiencies were revealed when, compared to theEPAX

prediction, too large cross sections for neutron-deficient i
topes from58Ni fragmentation@4# and too small cross sec
tions of neutron-deficient Sn isotopes from112Sn fragmenta-
tion @16# were measured.

III. MODIFICATIONS OF THE EPAX FORMULA

A. Fragmentation of projectiles close tob stability

The availability of extensive cross-section measureme
for projectile fragmentation of40Ar, 58Ni, 86Kr, 129Xe, and
208Pb @17,4–7# down tomb or nb cross sections allowed in
first step to find a better parametrization of the mass yie
YA. In a second step, we adjusted the parameters descr
the residue corridor, i.e., the width parameterR and the slope
constantsUn andUp of the quasi-Gaussian charge dispersi
together with its centroidZprob . In a third step, the correc
tion factors for isotopic yields close to the projectile we
modified. Finally, modifications for projectiles outsid

the
r

FIG. 3. Experimental charge-changing cross sections for132Xe
~a! and 197Au ions ~b! on 27Al targets in comparison with the old
EPAX parametrization version 1~dashed line! and the newEPAX

formula version 2~solid line!. The experimental data are from
Binns et al. @19#.
7-4
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MODIFIED EMPIRICAL PARAMETRIZATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 034607
the valley ofb stability were redetermined. Numerical va
ues for the new constants are given in the fourth column
Table I.

1. Integrated mass and charge yields

According to Eqs.~2!–~4!, YA is described by an expo
nential function depending on the fragment massA, the pro-
jectile massAp , and the target mass,At . In EPAX version 1,
no additional correction close to the projectile has been p
formed. As shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 2, this yie
only a very rough agreement with experimental data. N
that the experimental mass yields had to be compleme
by calculated cross sections~from EPAX version 2! where
experimental data points were missing. For the40Ar, 86Kr,
and 129Xe data, the additional calculated cross sections c
tribute only close to the projectile; in the208Pb case, how-
ever, the experimental data are less complete and more
nificant corrections were necessary.

Figure 2 shows that the slope somewhat further aw
from the projectile is reasonably well reproduced; howev
the absolute height as well as the slope close to the proje

FIG. 4. ~a! Fragment-mass dependence of the offset,D, of Zprob

from the line ofb stability according to Eq.~5!. The dashed curves
denote the oldEPAX parametrization, while the modified version 2
indicated by the solid curves. The downward-curving lines ab
A'110 andA'180 illustrate the return ofZprob to b stability close
to the projectile@Eq. ~9!# for 129Xe and 208Pb, respectively, as a
projectile. Data from fits of Eq.~5! to the results from Refs.@6,7,15#
are shown by the solid squares.~b! Fragment-mass dependence
the width parameterR according to Eq.~8!. The upward-sloping
dashed~solid! curves indicate the shrinking of the widths near t
129Xe and 208Pb projectile, respectively, for the old~new! version
of EPAX according to Eq.~10! @Eq. ~14!#. Results from fits to the
data from 129Xe and 208Pb fragmentation are shown by the sol
squares; those from86Kr fragmentation~triangles, Ref.@5#! have
been approximated by Eq.~16! ~dash-dotted line!.
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mass needed to be modified. A much better overall norm
ization was achieved by reducing the scaling factorS2 by a
factor of 0.6, as demonstrated by the solid lines in Fig. 2.
additional correction introduced in the newEPAX version
consists of an increase in the mass yieldYA @Eq. ~2!# close to
the projectile according to

YA5YA@11y1~A/Ap2y2!2# ~13!

for A/Ap>y2. These modifications give a satisfactory agre
ment with experimental data. In the case of129Xe, the slope
far from the projectile mass deserves further attention. Ho
ever, because of the lack of other complete experime
data, we were not able to significantly improve the ma
yield description.

Another comparison of integrated cross sections fr
EPAX to experimental data can be performed for char
changing cross sections. For this purpose, we use experim
tal data from Binnset al. @19#. Figure 3 shows a compariso
of the experimental data to theEPAX versions 1 and 2. As can
be seen, nice agreement is achieved with the newEPAX for-
mula, in particular close to the target. For the132Xe data, the
excess charge-changing cross sections for lowerZ are most
likely due to secondary reactions in the targets which
unsufficiently accounted for.

e

FIG. 5. Isotope distributions from 800A MeV 129Xe fragmen-
tation in a 27Al target @6# in comparison with the oldEPAX param-
etrization version 1~dashed curve! and the modified version 2~solid
curve!.
7-5
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2. Parameters of the residue corridor

In the upper part of Fig. 4, we show, as a function of t
fragment massA, the new positionZprob(A) of the ‘‘residue
corridor,’’ for 129Xe and 208Pb, fragmentation. Data from
238U fragmentation@20# are also included in the figure; the
were not used to fit the parametersD i and can serve as
check. For clarity, we plot the offset,D, from Zb according
to Eq.~5!. The dashed lines are forEPAX version 1; the solid
lines represent the new version 2. Note that for better res
close to the projectile, we have added toZprob according to
Eq. ~5! a tiny fragment-mass dependent correction amou
ing to 0.002A. The lines sloping downward aboveA'110
andA'180 illustrate the return ofZprob to b stability close
to the 129Xe and 208Pb projectiles according to Eq.~9!.

In a similar way, the lower part of Fig. 4 visualizes th
analytical description of the width parameter,R. While the
functional form of the correction forD, Eq. ~9!, was kept
identical with EPAX version 1, the correction forR near the
projectile is now written as

R5R@11r 1Ap~A/Ap2r 2!4# ~14!

for A/Ap>r 2, which yields more narrow charge distribution
for A close toAp .

Only minor changes were introduced for the slope c
stantsUn andUp of the neutron- and proton-rich sides of th
charge distributions, respectively. WhileUn was increased
from 1.5 to 1.65~constant for allA), Up is now slightly
fragment-mass dependent with

Up5U11U2A1U3A2, ~15!

FIG. 6. Examples visualizing the ‘‘memory effect’’ for neutron
rich projectiles impinging on9Be targets. Panels~a! and ~b! S and
F isotope distributions from48Ca fragmentation;~c! and~d! Se and
Ni isotope distributions from86Kr fragmentation. The dashe
curves are forEPAX version 1, the solid ones for the present versi
2. Experimental data are from Refs.@2,5#.
03460
lts

t-

-

which approachesUp52.2 for largeA, compared to a previ-
ous constant value of 2.0~Gaussian curve!.

A close inspection of the width parameterR resulting
from fits to the measured86Kr isotope distributions@5#
shows that they are slightly but systematically decrea
compared to Eq.~8! ~see Fig. 4!. This means that the isoba
distributions are slightly wider for a neutron-rich projecti
like 86Kr than for ab-stable one. Therefore, we tentative
introduce the following neutron-excess dependence ofR:

R85R@120.0833~Zbp2Zp!#, ~16!

where R is calculated according to Eq.~8!. For neutron-
deficient projectiles,R is not changed.

For a typical example, the combined effect of the chan
described above is visualized in Fig. 5, which displays
isotope distributions from 800A MeV 129Xe fragmentation
measured over four orders of magnitude@6#. In particular,
the data measured near the maximum are now much b
reproduced. The stronger increase inR near the projectile
mass,Ap5129, leads to a much faster decrease of the co
sponding fragment yields atA'124. Similar observations
though over a smaller vertical range, can be made for
fragment distributions from208Pb fragmentation shown in
Fig. 1. It is interesting to note that even for238U fragmenta-
tion products in the mass range 100&A&130, produced in
violent collisions and correspondingly long chains of stat

FIG. 7. Experimental isotope distributions for Sn isotopes fro
neutron-deficient projectiles on9Be targets:~a! from 112Sn frag-
mentation@16#, ~b! from 124Xe fragmentation@21#, plotted in com-
parison with the oldEPAX parametrization~dashed curves! and the
modified version~solid curves!.
7-6
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MODIFIED EMPIRICAL PARAMETRIZATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C61 034607
tical evaporation, rather good agreement between experim
tal data@20# andEPAX can be observed.

B. Fragmentation of neutron- or proton-rich projectiles

In the previousEPAX version@10#, the parametrization o
the ‘‘memory effect’’ was fitted, for the case of neutron-ric
projectiles, to the results from48Ca fragmentation a
213A MeV @2# @see Eq.~12!#. For the case of86Kr, we were
able to check the validity of this prescription in a differe
fragment-mass range@5#. We have kept this prescription fo
the current version 2, since the agreement with experime
data has not changed significantly~see Fig. 6 for selected
examples!.

The situation is different, however, for the case
neutron-deficient projectiles. There, the previous version
unsatifactory from the beginning: First, there were only ve
few radiochemical cross sections available to derive a gu
for the memory effect on the neutron-deficient side. Seco
the resulting formulaDm5@p2(A/At)

4#(Zp2Zbp) does not
yield the limiting value Dm /(Zp2Zbp)51 for A5Ap .
These deficiencies became particularly obvious wh
Schneideret al. @16# measured only small cross sections f
neutron-removal products from112Sn. This lead to a differ-
ent functional form for the memory effect for neutro
deficient projectiles. The new parametrization reads

Dm5exp@p11p2A/Ap#~Zp2Zbp!, ~17!

which is equivalent to a stronger but more rapidly decay
memory effect compared to the polynomial@Eq. ~12!# used
previously. The consequences of the new parametrizatio
the memory effect for neutron-deficient projectiles are vi
alized in Fig. 7. The small measured cross sections for100Sn
@16# are now better reproduced, while the good agreem
~over more than seven orders of magnitude! with data mea-
sured in 124Xe fragmentation@21# is maintained.

We note in passing that Eq.~17! is very similar to what
has been suggested by von Egidy and Schmidt@22# to repro-
duce production cross sections from antiproton annihilati
The overall agreement with the experimental fragmenta
yields studied in our work is worse, however, when we ad
their description of the memory effect, in particular on t
neutron-rich side. Moreover, we do not fit any set of para
eters separately for a specific projectile as has been don
Ref. @22#, but rather want to describe all systems with t
same parameter set.

The yield distributions from the neutron-deficient proje
tile 58Ni, studied in great detail by Blanket al. @4#, deserve
special attention. Not only do they represent a rare exam
of cross-section measurements down to the subnano
level, but also a case where severe discrepancies withEPAX

version 1 were observed: the yields of even-Z isotopes close
to the proton drip line where found to be enhanced in exp
ment by factors of up to 750@4#. As a remedy for this defi-
ciency, we have chosen to switch over from quasi-Gaus
to exponential slopes of the charge distribution above a
tain gradient of the cross-section distribution. In order
achieve a steady transition between the two slopes, the
sition point and the slope of the exponential have to be
03460
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justed carefully. For this purpose, we calculate the deriva
of the logarithm of the cross section@Eq. ~1!#:

dF

dZ
5

d„ln~s!…

dZ
'

22R

ln~10!
~Z2Zprob!. ~18!

The transition point to the exponential slope,Zexp, can be
calculated for the proton-rich side as a function of the fra
ment massA according to

Zexp~A!5Zprob~A!1
dF

dZU
A

ln~10!

2R~A!
. ~19!

From Zexp on, the slope is exponential with the sam
gradient as Eq.~1! at this point.

The gradient for which we switch to the exponential slo
has to be parametrized as a function of the fragment masA.
As for the moment only the58Ni data exhibit this exponen
tial trend ~the measured cross sections in the100Sn region
reach the same cross section level, but are farther away f
the proton drip line!, we tried to adjust the functiondF/dZ
in such a way to reproduce the58Ni data without deteriorat-
ing the good agreement with the measured124Xe data. The
function which fulfills reasonably well these criteria is th
following:

dF

dZ
51.210.647~A/2!0.3. ~20!

The result for the58Ni fragment-yield distributions is vi-
sualized in Fig. 8. The solid line shows the newEPAX cross
sections including the above modification of the slop
whereas the omission of the exponential slope leads to
dotted cross-section curve. As a consequence of this mo
cation, EPAX version 2 predicts a production cross sectio
e.g., for the doubly magic nucleus48Ni of 4310213 b,
which is within reach of an experiment.

As stated earlier, the present adjustment for very prot
rich projectile fragments is only based on results from58Ni
fragmentation@4#. Therefore, caution is advisable when a
plying this parametrization especially to very light proto
rich fragmentation products. It would be interesting to co
pare the present parametrization to fragmention yields at
drip line from other proton-rich beams, e.g., from36Ar or
78Kr. In the 100Sn region, the present transition to an exp
nential slope has only a slight influence on the100Sn cross-
section prediction from112Sn fragmentation (6.6310212 b,
to be compared to an experimental value of 1.2310212 b
@16#!. It might be interesting to measure fragmentation cro
sections for even more proton-rich nuclei in this mass reg
to compare to the modifiedEPAX formula.

C. Overall quality of EPAX version 2

Besides the comparison between experimental data
EPAX predictions for individual elemental distributions, w
tried also to visualize in a more global manner the ove
quality of the newEPAX parametrization compared to th
data and the improvements with respect toEPAX version 1.
7-7
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FIG. 8. Experimental isotope distributions fo
Ni to V isotopes from58Ni19Be fragmentation
@4# in comparison with the oldEPAX parametriza-
tion ~dashed curves! and the new version~solid
curves!. The newEPAX formula without a transi-
tion to the exponential slope is shown by the do
ted curve. This effect is clearly visible below th
10 nb level.
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For this purpose, we plot the cross section rat
sexp/sEPAX for all projectile-target combinations used in th
present paper in Fig. 9. For most of the projectiles the lo
rithm of the cross-section ratio is centered around zero, in
cating an agreement on average between experiment and
diction. For the newEPAX version 2, the sigma widths o
these distributions vary between 0.5~in the case of40Ar and
86Kr) and 0.2~in the case of129Xe). If we analyze all ex-
perimental data together, we obtain a sigma of 0.4. T
demonstrates that the newEPAX formula can predict cross
sections in most cases within a factor of 2. In almost all ca
we observe a significantly smaller sigma for the newEPAX

parametrization than for the old version. This is particula
striking in the cases of58Ni, 129Xe, and 208Pb. Only in the
case of48Ca does the agreement between experimental
and predictions deteriorate slightly, exhibiting now a shift
smaller predicted cross sections. It is likely that the mem
effect for neutron-rich projectiles is the origin of this discre
ancy.

D. Comparison with other empirical parametrizations

As has been mentioned in the Introduction and discus
in detail in Ref.@10#, other empirical parametrizations hav
03460
s

-
i-
re-

is

s

ta

y

d

been proposed, mainly for proton-induced spallation re
tions ~e.g., Refs.@23,24#!. Contrary to our formula, these
parametrizations fit also the energy dependence of the c
sections. The former approach has been extended to des
heavy-ion induced spallation reactions by scaling prot
induced cross sections by an energy-dependent factor@25#
and has achieved good agreement with measured cross
tions ~in the 100 mb to 1 mb range! for fragments from
medium-mass nuclei~i.e., for projectiles up to56Fe @25#!.

For fragmentation cross sections from heavy-mass nuc
however, the formula of Tsaoet al. @25# is less successful
This can be demonstrated, e.g., by comparing in Fig. 10 t
prediction for the Pt isotope distribution in the reactio
208Pb1natCu to experimental data@7#. As we have men-
tioned in the Introduction, our physical understanding
high-energy heavy-ion reactions suggests that prot
induced reactions produce more neutron-rich isotope dis
butions of heavy elements than heavy-ion-induced reactio
therefore it is unlikely that even a better fit of the formula
Tsao et al. to the data in Fig. 10 would apply also to th
same isotope distribution formed in thep1208Pb reaction.
We believe that separate parameter sets have to be fitte
the respective experimental data. For'1A GeV protons im-
-
re-
FIG. 9. Logarithm of the ratio between ex
perimental fragmentation cross sections and p
dictions of EPAX version 1~dashed line! and the
new EPAX version 2 ~solid line! for projectiles
ranging from 40Ar to 208Pb. References to the
experimental data are given in the text.
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pinging on heavy targets, the recent work of Refs.@13,14#
provides for the first time a comprehensive data set that
lows to extend previous work@23,24# to heavier fragments
A complete parametrization of the bombarding-energy
pendence, however, has to await more measurements a
ferent energies for the heavy systems.

E. EPAX predicitions for projectiles very far from stability

The parameters of the newEPAX formula have been ad
justed by fitting data from stable projectiles. As explain
above, one of the most difficult tasks of the present work w
to reasonably parametrize the cross sections for fragm
close to the projectile. If the projectile is very far from th
line of b stability, this task is even more difficult.

The comparisons betweenEPAX predictions and experi
mental data shown in the present paper indicate that the
sen parametrization is reasonable. A possible check o
predictive power could be to compare theEPAX formula to
other data from neutron-rich or neutron-deficient projectil
However, only very few other high-quality data are ava
able.

As one check, we compare in Fig. 11 the fragmentation
a stable24Mg beam@18# to a radioactive28Mg beam@26#
and of a stable40Ar beam @1# to a radioactive43Ar beam
@26#. The elemental distributions for Mg, Na, and Ne is
topes shown in the left-hand column and those for S, P,
Si isotopes shown in the right-hand column nicely show
experimental memory effect and the high quality of theEPAX
predictions. In a similar way we compared the results fr
fragmentation of96Ru and96Zr @27# to EPAX predictions and
found reasonable agreement. However, for projectile be
still further away from stability, the memory effect becom
more and more important. Therefore, we think that so
caution should be applied when usingEPAX predictions for
projectiles very far from stability like, e.g.,132Sn. Here, no
experimental data at all exist to verify theEPAX predictions.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the quality with whichEPAX

reproduces measured high-energy fragmentation cross

FIG. 10. Platinum (Z578! isotope distribution from
1A GeV 208Pb fragmentation in anatCu target@7# in comparison
with the newEPAX parametrization~solid curve! and the formula of
Tsaoet al. ~Ref. @25#, dashed curve!.
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tions could be improved considerably by introducing rath
small modifications to the formula. This makesEPAX a more
reliable tool to predict production rates for secondary-be
experiments with medium- or heavy-mass exotic nuclei.

Even after introducing these improvements, there are
some discrepancies with measured data which deserve a
tion in future modifications of theEPAX formula. One aspec
concerns the odd-even effects which were taken into acco
by von Egidy and Schmidt@22#. At present, we do not think
that such a rather small modification~of the order of 20–
30 %! is necessary in view of the overall discrepancies
factors around 2 still observed, but it may become neces
once better precision can be achieved. Another open ques
is the change in slope observed for very neutron-defic
58Ni fragmentation products. Here it would be desirable
measure systematically the formation cross sections for f
ments close to the proton drip line for other medium-ma
neutron-deficient projectiles, e.g.,36Ar and 78Kr.

Up to now, we did not use medium-energy data~from
reactions at less than'100A MeV) which are available
from GANIL, RIKEN, or MSU. First of all, these data probabl
do not fulfill the condition of ‘‘limiting fragmentation’’ men-
tioned above. In fact, it is well known that at these energ
nucleon-exchange reactions as well as pickup reactions
come increasingly important and thus alter in particular
cross sections close to the projectile. A striking example

FIG. 11. Experimental cross sections for the fragmentation
stable~open symbols! and radioactive beams~solid symbols! com-
pared to the newEPAX parametrization~dashed and solid lines, re
spectively!. On the left-hand side, results from24Mg @18# and 28Mg
@26# fragmentation are shown, whereas on the right-hand side40Ar
@1# fragmentation is compared to43Ar @26# fragmentation.
7-9
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this is the difference in experimental cross sections for100Sn
production from a112Sn beam of roughly a factor of 100 i
recentGANIL andGSI experiments@21,28#. In addition, these
intermediate-energy data are measured with separators
ing very low transmissions~of the order of a few percent!
which are difficult to measure experimentally. It would b
interesting, however, to compareEPAX also to cross section
obtained at lower incident energies once high-quality d
become available.

A FORTRAN program of theEPAX formula as well as
additional graphs comparing experimental data toEPAX
-

T.
. B

s-
y

l

03460
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predictions can be downloaded from the following addre
ftp://ftpcenbg.in2p3.fr/pub/nex/epax
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